Holiday Interession

Three-credit classes meet Dec. 27-29, 31 and Jan. 2-5, 7-9 regardless of published or added university and state holidays. The first day of class is Thursday, Dec. 27. Classes meet 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. with a one hour break for lunch.

Students may register for a Holiday Interession course during spring 2002 advance registration. Interession classes, however, will not be computed in the calculation of spring load for tuition purposes. An interession fee (regular tuition/no fees) will be charged and will appear on the spring bill. An interession class will count as part of the spring load for financial aid purposes.

A full refund will be granted if an interession class is dropped before 5 p.m. on the day of the first class meeting. There will be no partial refunds during Holiday Interession. The last day to withdraw from a three-credit interession class with a mark of “W” is Wednesday, Jan. 2, at 2 p.m. For classes of fewer than three credits, withdrawal dates may be obtained from the Student Services Center located in Room 104, 827 W. Franklin St.

Any student who is suspended at the end of fall 2001 semester will be dropped from his/her interession course.

For more information concerning the Holiday Interession, contact the Office of Community Programs at (804) 828-1831.

College of Humanities and Sciences

AFAM 322 PERSONALITY & BEHAVIOR OF AFR-AM (3)
10098 V03 MOCREARY, M MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 2120
SAME AS PSYC-322
CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN
INTERSESSION COURSE

ANTH 449 INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS (3)
10140 V03 KUHN, E MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0428
SAME AS ENGL-449, ANTH-449
CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN
INTERSESSION COURSE

ENGL 381 FICTION INTO FILM (3)
16292 V03 FINE, R MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0328
CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN
INTERSESSION COURSE

ENGL 449 INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS (3)
11790 V03 KUHN, E MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0428
SAME AS ANTH-449
CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN
INTERSESSION COURSE

GEOG 204 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (3)
12237 V03 READY, K MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 1108
INTERSESSION COURSE

HIST 104 SURVEY OF AMERICAN HISTORY (3)
12340 V03 WRIGHT, W MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 1117
INTERSESSION COURSE

HIST 324 THE HOLOCAUST (3)
12360 V03 BENDERSKY, J MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 2117
INTERSESSION COURSE

HIST 332 HISTORY IN FILM: WORLD WAR II (3)
12363 V03 TUNNELL, T MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0403
INTERSESSION COURSE

LING 449 INTRODUCTION TO LINGUISTICS (3)
12817 V03 KUHN, E MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0428
SAME AS ENGL-449, ANTH-449
CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN
INTERSESSION COURSE

PHIL 221 CRITICAL THINKING (3)
14000 V03 REDMAN, R MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0329
INTERSESSION COURSE

POLI 306 THE CONGRESS (3)
16257 V03 FOX, J MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0429
INTERSESSION COURSE

POLI 316 WOMEN & LAW (3)
16289 V03 STAFF MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0430
INTERSESSION COURSE

POLI 321 URBAN GOVERNMENT & POLITICS UE (3)
14270 V03 BANKS, M MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 2122
INTERSESSION COURSE

PSYC 308 STRESS AND ITS MANAGEMENT (3)
15489 V03 AUERBACH, S MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0308
INTERSESSION COURSE

PSYC 322 PERSONALITY & BEHAVIOR OF AFR-AM (3)
14392 V03 MOCREARY, M MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 2120
SAME AS AFAM-322
CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN
INTERSESSION COURSE

SOCY 340 HUMAN SEXUALITY (3)
MTWRF 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0203
INTERSESSION COURSE

SOCY 101 GENERAL SOCIOLOGY (3)
14889 V03 NELSON, L MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM
FEE REQUIRED - SEE FEE TABLE IN FRONT OF BOOK
CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN
INTERSESSION COURSE

SOCY 302 CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL PROBLEMS (3)
14912 V03 LYNCH, S MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 1109
CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN
INTERSESSION COURSE

WMNS 316 WOMEN & THE LAW (3)
16290 V03 STAFF MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0430
INTERSESSION COURSE

School of the Arts

ARTH 474 TOPIC: AMERICAN FILM NOIR (3)
10672 V03 JONES, M MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM HIBBS 0303
INTERSESSION COURSE

School of Business

ECN 210 PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS (3)
16077 V03 WETZEL, M MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 5136
INTERSESSION COURSE

MGMT 301 BUSINESS STATISTICS 1 (3)
13136 V03 SPENLII, M MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 3133
INTERSESSION COURSE

MGMT 320 PRODUCTION/OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3)
13156 V03 KURTULUS, I MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 3130
INTERSESSION COURSE

MGMT 325 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3)
15789 V03 PEARCE, C MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 4155
INTERSESSION COURSE

MGMT 331 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (3)
16334 V03 UDEF, C MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 3130
FEE REQUIRED - SEE FEE TABLE IN FRONT OF BOOK
CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN
INTERSESSION COURSE

MGMT 434 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT (3)
13191 V03 PITTS, M MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 3130
FEE REQUIRED - SEE FEE TABLE IN FRONT OF BOOK
CO/PREREQUISITE REQUIRED SEE BULLETIN
INTERSESSION COURSE

MRBL 308 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING (3)
13296 V03 URBAN, D MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 5162
INTERSESSION COURSE

MRBL 371 INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION (3)
13310 V03 RYAN, T MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM BUSNS 3142
INTERSESSION COURSE

School of Education

HPEX 218 SCUBA DIVING: BAHAMAS TRIP (1)
16579 V03 MCNEAL, J MTRWS 0900AM 0200PM TBA
FEE REQUIRED - SEE FEE TABLE IN FRONT OF BOOK
INTERSESSION COURSE

HPEX 492 INDEPENDENT STUDY (3)
15570 V03 MCNEAL, J TBA
FEE REQUIRED - SEE FEE TABLE IN FRONT OF BOOK
INTERSESSION COURSE

School of Engineering

ENGR 591 SP TOP: FILM COOLING FOR TRBO (3)
11908 V03 STAFF TBA
FEE REQUIRED - SEE FEE TABLE IN FRONT OF BOOK
INTERSESSION COURSE